ABSTRACT Subgraph pattern matching is a basic building block for many applications. Where to commence the pattern matching task and how to proceed are fundamental issues in massive graphs. In this paper, we propose the most impact vertices in view of a query graph and diffusion walk on data graph. We present a novel impact vertices-aware diffusion walk algorithm, a distributed algorithm named DiffWalk, for subgraph pattern matching. Our algorithm employs the most impact vertices from a query graph to locate the initial search position and then proceeds to traverse a large-scale data graph by diffusion walk. We give theoretical analyses based on probability inference and spectral graph, which prove that graph pattern matching beginning at the most impact vertices could prevent comparison overhead by low-probability events first, also prove that diffusion walk could traverse graph efficiently. We have performed a range of experiments that demonstrate our algorithm efficiency both in running time and communication size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real-world scenarios can be abstracted as a data graph G(V , E), where V is a set of vertices representing objects and E is a set of edges representing relationships. Demand on valuable information out of that data graph, such as mining associations in online social networks, finding books on the related topics in Amazon network data, can be modeled as a subgraph pattern query. Therefore, given a query graph, subgraph pattern matching over a large data graph is a fundamental operation to exploit the potential of big data. Unfortunately, seemingly simple problem, finding patterns in a data graph matching a query graph is surprisingly difficult [1] .
Research on subgraph pattern matching could be retrieved to subgraph isomorphism or earlier graph isomorphism [2] - [4] , an exact graph matching in structure. Following isomorphism are graph homeomorphism [5] - [7] and graph homomorphism [8] , inexact graph matching in structure, which extend isomorphism by allowing pattern deformations. With the increasing scale of a graph extracted
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from an application, it is more than just searching a data graph for some specific subgraph patterns; it is a way of inspecting data and processing the data in an efficient manner. Approximate subgraph matching based on top-K ranking in a data graph is explored [9] . Index to a data graph is used in subgraph matching [10] . DFS (Depth First Search) based approaches for determining the matching order of the vertices are studied to deal with huge graphs [11] , [12] . One big jump is that vertex-centric programming model is applied to subgraph pattern matching [13] which is based on BFS (Breadth First Search). Regarding subgraph matching over a massive data graph by BFS, where to commence the pattern matching task and how to proceed become challenge questions.
Our contributions are to propose impact vertices analysis of a query graph, a diffusion walk traversal mode for subgraph pattern matching over a massive graph, and DiffWalk which is a distributed algorithm based on the vertex-centric programming model. Built upon the impact vertices-aware start and diffusion walk traversal mode, DiffWalk algorithm aims to improve the performance of subgraph pattern matching.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related works in Section II. Section III presents the definitions of the most impact vertices and diffusion work. Section IV describes our DiffWalk algorithm for subgraph matching. Experimental evaluation is given in Section V. We draw conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Subgraph pattern matching amounts to finding mappings between a query graph and a data graph. Generally, the mapping is the set of vertex pairs (u, v) each representing the association of a vertex u of a query graph with a vertex v of a data graph. The matching paradigms have a roadmap of Graph simulation [14] , Dual simulation [15] , Strong simulation [15] , Strict simulation [16] and Tight simulation [13] .
Graph simulation defines a binary match relation on the vertex set, which holds between two vertices if they have the same label and their successors also have the same label. Dual simulation extends Graph simulation by imposing an additional condition that is preserving the predecessor relationship as well.
Capturing topology in graph pattern matching, Strong simulation presents a ball range match centered at each vertex meeting Dual simulation. The diameter of the ball relates to the diameter of a subgraph or a query graph.
Strict simulation improves Strong simulation by creating balls from the result of Dual simulation instead of the original data graph, so that reduces the size, i.e. the number of vertices, of the ball inspected by Strong simulation. Creating a ball involves a ball locating and is filled with matched vertices.
Tight simulation ameliorates Strict simulation by locating ball centers at the vertices in a data graph only if the vertices match the center of a query graph, so that reduces the number of balls.
Except for Tight simulation, the paradigms mentioned above deal with each vertex of a query graph the same weight during subgraph pattern matching. In addition, the label matched vertices of the data graph are activated equally to compute and transmit updated matching states in Dual, Strong, Strict and Tight algorithm. All those algorithms could induce excessive computation and transmission. In fact, subgraph pattern matching is not an independent vertex matching event. It is a waste to continue activating vertices along the path of the data graph when mismatch has occurred to another vertex on the same path. An efficient way to avoid unnecessary processing caused by mismatching is highly demanded.
III. DIFFUSION WALK AND IMPACT VERTICES
In this section, we introduce the concept of diffusion walk and impact vertices used in subgraph pattern matching.
A. DIFFUSION WALK Definition 1: Diffusion walk is a process for visiting a graph Gwith |V|vertices and |E|edges, where the walk starts at a vertex v, then moves forward along its outgoing edges to its children and goes backward along its incoming edges to its parents simultaneously without ever traversing the same vertex twice, which is represented as: Diffusion walk works on directed graphs as well as on undirected graphs. Diffusion walk traverses an undirected graph just like in BFS (Breadth-First Search) mode. Moreover, diffusion walk can move across directed edges so that it can reach any vertex of a connected digraph no matter where it starts. However, the efficiency of diffusion walk is impacted by the starting vertices when traversing a graph.
B. IMPACT VERTICES
Considering features of a graph, we focus on the impact factor of a vertex in perspective of degree centrality, and then define the most impact vertex, which is used as the starting vertex for diffusion walk.
Definition 2: The impact factor of a vertex is defined as its degrees including both incoming and outgoing degrees.
Definition 3:
The most impact vertex of a graph is a vertex with maximum impact factor.
The impact factor of a vertex indicates how important the vertex is. The larger degrees a vertex has, the more important it is. In a friendship network graph, vertices with the maximum degrees represent the most popular persons. This conveys the most impact vertices have wide direct connections with other vertices, which is very important in traversing a graph efficiently.
C. IMPACT VERTICES-AWARE DIFFUSION WALK INTERPRETATION
A graph can be represented in an edge-vertex incidence matrix. The diffusion walk over a graph can be fully represented in a sequence of transformations over an edge-vertex incidence matrix. We will interpret the process of impact vertices-aware diffusion walk in the following. Fig. 1 shows a graph and its edge-vertex incidence matrix. The edge-vertex incidence matrix of a graph denoted [EV] , is defined by: to a vertex of the graph. Only the elements with value 1 represent the starting vertices, while those with value 0 indicate vertices ignored. As for Fig. 1 , an initial distribution is π 0 = [0 0 1 0], which means diffusion walk will start from vertex v 3 , the most impact vertex.
The following traversal would depend on the connected edges, which are related to the transpose of edge-vertex incidence matrix, i.e.
[EV] T . Stepping out of the distribution π 0 , there is
which represents a sequence of edges, means walking along the edges with orientation from or to the starting vertex. The positive indicates an incoming edge to v 3 ; the negative indicates an outgoing edge from v 3 ; the zero indicates an edge without direct connection to v 3 . So, [0 -1 1 -1] indicates that v 3 has outgoing edge e 2 , e 4 , and incoming edge e 3 , respectively. Along those edges, the reachable vertices would be obtained by
which represents a sequence of vertices, gives information on how many ways the corresponding vertices could be reached by a step of diffusion walk. In detail, from right to left of vector [0 -1 3 -2], there are two ways to reach v 4 from the starting vertex v 3 , i.e. moving forward along e 4 to v 4 or going backward along e 3 to v 4 ; there are three ways to reach vertex v 3 , i.e. through edges e 2 , e 3 , and e 4 ; there is one way to reach vertex v 2 from vertex v 3 , i.e. through edge e 2 . Originated from vertex v 3 , edges e 2 and e 4 forward negative incidence to destination vertices v 2 and v 4 respectively. Edge e 3 is positive incident to vertex v 3 but introduces reverse positive incidence, i.e. negative incidence to vertex v 4 . Both e 2 and e 4 introduce reverse negative incidence, i.e. positive incidence to vertex v 3 . That is why the reachable vertices vector is [0 - 1 3 -2] .
In perspective of graph traversal, we care about only the reachable vertices rather than how many ways to reach those vertices. Therefore, designated math operations are applied to the result vector to extract only the reachable vertices information. First, SGN is used to extract the signs of the corresponding elements of the result vector. Second, ABS is used to get the absolute value of the corresponding elements returned by SGN operation, i.e. 1 or 0. Then, a derived vector, ABS (SGN (vector)), is returned, which carries the reachable vertices information.
After the two math operations, SGN and ABS, are applied to the vector π 0
in sequence, the starting vertices for the next step, i.e. [0 1 1 1], would be returned. To prevent from being traversed again, the recurrent vertices should be removed from the next starting vertices. Logical Negation (!) of the traversed vertices followed by Logical And (&) operation with the derived vector are proceeded to remove the recurrent vertices. Therefore, the next starting vertices could be obtained from the operations expressed as 
= [0 0 0 0]. In view of π 3 , it means diffusion walk is in a stationary state without any vertex to traverse. That is an ideal termination, meaning all vertices in a graph have been inspected.
Axiom 1: A diffusion walk from an initial vertices distribution π can reach vertices expressed as a vector
Although the example only shows a single starting vertex, it is not restricted to that. An initial vertices distribution π could have multiple starting vertices.
IV. DIFFWALK ALGORITHM
The most impact vertices in a query graph and diffusion walk traversal mode are embedded into DiffWalk algorithm, which returns the matched subgraph.
A. DIFFWALK DESCRIPTION
Given a query graph, DiffWalk algorithm is designed to find a matched subgraph in a massive data graph. As a vertexcentric distributed algorithm, DiffWalk algorithm consists of three parts, i.e. Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3, which processes the query graph, acts as the master, and behaves as workers, respectively. DiffWalk works on a data graph partitioned across workers in a round-robin. More details are as follows. 
B. MATCHING THE MOST IMPACT VERTICES FIRST
DiffWalk begins matching the most impact vertices first. Graph matching process spends cost no matter whether the match result is true or false. So long as one vertex in a query graph does not find a match in the data graph, the matching process would fail at a negative cost. If all vertices in the query graph are matched, the matching process would succeed at an effective cost. It is more important to check vertices with smaller matching probability earlier. Lemma 1: The probability of a graph pattern matching on condition that first matching the most impact vertices in a query graph is bigger than first matching other vertices.
Proof: In perspective of probability theory, a graph pattern matching could be regarded as a sort of compound events. Each vertex with its adjacent edges in a query graph is an individual event, whereas all these vertices with their connected edges consist of the compound events. The probability of a successful matching between a query graph and a data graph, p D (Q), could be described as
where After first matching the most impact vertex v h , the probability of the remaining graph matching is
when first matching any other vertex v i instead of the most impact vertex v h , the probability of the remaining graph matching is
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As to Definition 3, the most impact vertices have the biggest degrees. In a random graph [17] , the probability of a vertex with a bigger degree is the smaller probability. And massive graphs follow the random graph formation process. That means matching the most impact vertices in a data graph would be a smaller probability event than matching any other ones, i.e.p(M h ) < p(M i ). By combining (2) and (3),
C. REACHABILITY OF VERTICES
It is essential for graph traversal to be able to visit all vertices from a start vertex. In a directed graph, diffusion walk outperforms BFS in the capability of traversing both predecessors and successors. Proposition 1: Starting from any vertex in a connected graph, DiffWalk can reach all the vertices in a directed graph.
Proof: Suppose not. That is, suppose there were an uncovered vertex v * . Then v * would not be along the path of neither parents nor children of any vertex v i . That means v * is unreachable from v i . This contradicts with the fact of a connected graph. Therefore, the diffusion walk through both parents and children of any vertex can traverse all other vertices in a directed graph.
D. TRAVERSAL COST
Graph traversal cost is affected by the process of visiting vertices in a graph. Each vertex has its own label attribute, i.e. vertex label. Before analyzing traversal cost, a concept of noise vertex related to vertex label is introduced.
Definition 4: Noise vertex is a vertex of the data graph that has the same label as a vertex of the query graph, but is not a vertex of a matched subgraph.
For example, given a query pattern graph and a data graph in Fig. 2 , vertices 0 -2 of the data graph construct a matched subgraph, whereas vertices 3 -15 outside the matched subgraph are noise vertices, although each of them has the same label as a vertex of the query graph. In more detail, there are three vertices with label C in the data graph in Fig. 2 , i.e. vertex 2, 6, and 7; only vertex 2 is a matched one; other two vertices 6 and 7 with label C are noise vertices.
Whether a vertex in a data graph is a noise vertex depends on the query pattern. The probability of a noise vertex is denoted as p(s i ), here s i denotes that vertex i is a noise vertex. What is important is to avoid traversing as many noise vertices as possible.
Theorem 1: During subgraph matching, traversal cost of matching vertices based on diffusion walk with the most impact vertices first is less than inspecting independently each vertex of a data graph.
Proof: A subgraph matching algorithm inspects vertex label, successor relationships, and predecessor relationships in a data graph. The inspection cost related vertex i is denoted as C i .
Inspecting each vertex i independently and concurrently, traversal cost of matching m vertices of the query graph is m i=1 C i including negative cost induced by noise vertices. However, inspecting vertices based on diffusion walk with the most impact vertices first, total checking cost denoted as C DiffWalk is expressed in Equation (4).
Here, C 1 is the cost of matching the most impact vertices in the first step, which includes both effective cost and negative cost. In the following steps, only the parents, children, ancestors and descendants of the most impact vertices are traversed, so independent vertices are skipped to avoid the unnecessary traversing. In more detail, cost
Compared with Dual, Strong, Strict, and Tight, DiffWalk algorithm is designed to reduce the traversal cost of unnecessary matching induced by noise vertices.
E. EXTRACTION OF THE MATCHED SUBGRAPH
It is very important to extract the matched subgraph from a large data graph. Marking the matched vertices and edges in the data graph means needing extra time to traverse the data graph again in order to get the matched subgraphs.
Definition 5: The subgraph extraction efficiency of an algorithm is measured as
, where T M (X ) is the running time of the algorithm X to find the matching subgraph in the data graph, T M /E (X ) is the running time of the algorithm X to find the matching subgraph and extract the subgraph from the data graph.
Corollary 1:It holds that
T M /E (DiffWalk) = 1. Proof:DiffWalk is designed to collect the matched vertices and edges from workers during synchronous phases. The matched subgraph would be extracted from the data graph by the end of DiffWalk. That is
If an algorithm X only marks the matched vertices and edges without extracting them from the data graph, it means an extra algorithm X is needed to extract the matched subgraph, there
Based on the BSP model [18] , all DiffWalk, Dual, Strong, Strict, and Tight consist of computing and synchronous phases. Each of them does vertices matching during the computing phase and makes decisions about whether or not to continue matching during the synchronous phase. Moreover, DiffWalk extracts the matched vertices and edges from the data graph (Line 12 in Part 2) in the synchronous phases. Dual, Strong, Strict, and Tight only mark the matched vertices in the computing phases, so extra time is needed to extract those matched vertices and edges from the data graph.
V. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
The experiment is conducted on the Hadoop cluster consisting of seven machines or nodes. Each node in the cluster has 128GB RAM, four Intel(R) Xeon E5−26200@2.00GHz CPUs each with six cores. One master node and six slave nodes are specified to serve as the computing platform for subgraph pattern matching. Here nodes indicate computers; slave nodes serve for workers in the distributed algorithm schema. We do not differentiate nodes from workers in following. DiffWalk, Dual, Strong, Strict, and Tight algorithms whose computation can be expressed in a fully vertex-centric fashion are all embedded in GPS [19] which is an open-source framework for algorithms on an extremely large graph. GPS supports vertex-centric computations in which vertices of the graph are enabled to perform local computation as well as to send each other messages. Designed to run on a Hadoop cluster of nodes, GPS distributes the vertices of a data graph across those worker nodes in a round-robin. The query graph patterns on scales of 3, 5, and 10 vertices are shown in Fig.3(a), Fig.3(b) , and Fig.3(c) respectively. Each vertex (such as v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , etc.) indicates a product. The number inside the circle, for example, 23 in Fig.3(a) , represents the label of the product v 0 , i.e. the category the product v 0 belongs to; the directed edge, such as v 0 → v 1 , indicates that product v 0 is co-purchased with product v 1 . DiffWalk stores the query graph as a global object at each worker node.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We test DiffWalk, Dual, Strong, Strict, and Tight algorithms on Amazon−2008 dataset at the query pattern graph shown in Fig. 3 . For each type of query, i.e. |V Q | =3, |V Q | =5 and |V Q | =10, the experimental results are presented in Fig.4 showing (a) running time and (b) communication size. The communication size is measured in kilobytes sent and received by all workers in the cluster to transmit messages among active vertices. The messages involve identification information of active vertices.
It is mentioned that Strong algorithm needs more than the available resources for running on a large dataset, so there is no result of running Strong in the experimental results. Except for Strong, all the above algorithms find effective matching results.
With the increasing scale of a query pattern graph, the diameter of a graph and the number of vertices to check increase so that DiffWalk, Dual, Strict, and Tight algorithms need more running time and communication sizes to finish. By inspecting the most important vertices and its adjacent neighbors, DiffWalk algorithm avoids a lot of wasting time on noise vertices, spends the least running time shown in Fig.4(a) and generates the smallest communication sizes shown in Fig.4(b) .
To a query pattern graph with 10 vertices, DiffWalk and Dual have a similar running time, but Dual algorithm only does vertices matching without extracting them from the data graph. However, DiffWalk collects the matched vertices and edges from workers during synchronous phases (as line 12 in Part 2) without extra extracting time.
Because of ball creation, both Strict and Tight spend more running time than Dual. It is the ball range inspection that both Strict and Tight algorithms generate smaller communication sizes than Dual. Although the number of balls is smaller in Tight in comparison to Strict, the communication sizes do not experience a significant change between Tight and Strict, since the communication size is inherently determined by the number of active vertices inside the balls.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose diffusion walk as an effective way to find a matching subgraph in a massive data graph, and extract the most impact vertices from a query graph as the focus where to commence graph pattern matching. Beginning at the most impact vertices and proceeding diffusion walk to inspect vertices, our DiffWalk algorithm controls graph traversal for subgraph pattern matching. The theoretical analysis and the experimental results demonstrate that DiffWalk gives better performance at certain scales of query patterns.
Starting from the most impact vertices, DiffWalk traverses a data graph in multi-issue parallel. DiffWalk has the potential to get more parallelism by way of expanding the starting vertices. In the next step, we will broaden the impact factors of a query graph at the consideration of the query scale to further enhance the performance of DiffWalk. His research interests include data intensive systems, pervasive systems, cloud computing, health informatics, online social media, and information security, privacy, and trust. He has published extensively in these areas. His research was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation, USA.
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